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Abstract. Domain-specific modelling has moved the focus of model content 

from the implementation domain to the problem domain. However, much re-

search still sees most modellers as programmers – a tacit assumption that is ex-

emplified by the use of IDEs as modelling environments. Model-Driven Engi-

neering research should instead be reaching out to make itself presentable to 

subject matter experts – as language creators, users, and research subjects. 

Every leap in developer numbers has been triggered by a new format, and we 

need another such leap now. Domain-specific modelling is ideally placed to 

step up and enable the creation of applications by people of all backgrounds. 
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1 Introduction 

Domain-specific modelling has moved the focus of model content from the imple-

mentation domain to the problem domain [1]. However, much Model-Driven Engi-

neering (MDE) research still sees most modellers as programmers – a tacit assump-

tion that is exemplified by the use of IDEs as modelling environments, diagrams bear-

ing a striking resemblance to UML, and structures straitjacketed into the hierarchical 

tree of XML. The false assumption seems to be “because I must build the language 

workbench in a programming IDE, experts must create their languages in that IDE, 

and modellers must model in that IDE”. MDE research is stuck in a programmer 

mindset and in IDEs with roots in the last millennium, when it should be reaching out 

to make itself presentable to subject matter experts, both as language creators and 

users. 

This paper looks at the development of our industry over its whole history, consid-

ering the broad factors that are at play in its evolution. The problem of the focus on 

programmers is shown to be the lack of an infinitely expandable supply of program-

mers, and the inevitable effects on average programmer productivity caused by the 

natural ‘best first’ allocation of programmers from the high end of the ability scale.  

2 Developments in Developer Demographics 

Every leap in developer numbers has been triggered by a new format, either in lan-

guages (machine code to assembly language to third-generation languages (3GLs)) or 
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devices (mainframes to PCs to mobile). ‘Language leaps’ came from research making 

software development easier, so that more people are able to successfully create ap-

plications. ‘Device leaps’ are different: rather than increasing the supply and decreas-

ing the cost, they increased the demand. Language leaps have increased developer 

numbers much more than devices leaps: an order of magnitude with the move to as-

sembly or to 3GLs, as opposed to a ‘mere’ doubling alongside the PC revolution in 

the early 1980s, when the number of computers grew by a factor of over 25.  

 

Fig. 1. Growth in numbers of programmers and computers globally 

Interestingly, the increase in the number of developers in the language leaps seems 

to mirror the increase in productivity of a given average developer, e.g. roughly five 

times faster with 3GLs compared to assembly language. Since the early 3GLs, there 

has not been an appreciable leap in productivity, so it seems fair to assume that we 

have made only incremental progress in making software development accessible to 

people for whom it was previously too hard. Learning and working in JavaScript is 

not much easier than learning and working in COBOL. Contrast that with how much 

easier either is than working directly in machine code.  

At the start of the 1980s, there were 313,000 programmers in the USA; a decade 

later, one million. (The US percentage of world programmers shrunk only modestly, 

from 77% to 62%, so this figure is useful globally too.) Let us assume a normal dis-

tribution for programming skill in the population: any other plausible distribution 

gives essentially the same results. For the sake of familiarity, and in the lack of better 

data, let us take the same mean of 100 and standard deviation of 15 as in IQ tests. 

Similarly, for simplicity let us take the US population to be constant at 240 million 

(only a few percent different at either end of that period). As programming was by no 

means a new profession in 1980, let us further assume that the programmers then 
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were the top people in terms of innate programming skill, and that the rest of the mil-

lion added during that decade were the next best, rather than distributed more widely. 

Many assumptions, but we are not seeking an exact answer, just a general picture: 

What does the innate skill of programmers look like over time? 

The programmers in 1970 ranged from percentile 99.933 to 100, so the median 

programmer was at percentile 99.966. By 1980, new programmers were being added 

at percentile 99.870. In 1990, the number of programmers in the US passed one mil-

lion, so percentile 99.73. By 2000, the number of programmers in the US passed 3 

million, so new programmers then were being added at percentile 98.75. On the IQ 

scale
1
, these percentiles would correspond to scores of 151, 145, 142 and 134. For a 

programmer working since 1970, there has been a significant drop in the expectation 

of a teammate’s innate ability back then compared to a new programmer in 2000.  

In fact, innate programming skill is made up of more than IQ. IQ tests, being a se-

ries of small problems, do little to measure ability to cope with complexity. That skill, 

increasingly important for today’s programmers, is thus a somewhat independent 

variable, plausibly also on a normal distribution. Another attribute useful for pro-

gramming is being able to put up with low-level detail (whether of problems, lan-

guages or tools). Some smart people like that, others hate it; again, it seems an inde-

pendent variable. A fourth skill is being able to communicate with and work with 

people – a skill which seems almost to correlate inversely with the previous one, and 

which the stereotype of a programmer is generally seen as lacking. With some posi-

tive correlation and some negative correlation on these skills, we can perhaps take 

them as four independent normal distributions. What does innate programming skill 

look like, if it is the product of four normally distributed independent variables? Each 

additional normal variable sharpens the peak of the distribution, further increasing the 

drop in scores for each percentile change at the top tail of the distribution.  

 

Fig. 2. Product of two (red) and three (blue) normally distributed variables [2] 

                                                           
1 https://www.iqcomparisonsite.com/iqtable.aspx 



For any given programmer, there is significant variability in development velocity, 

depending on the difficulty of the task. In particular, near the limit of the program-

mer’s ability, velocity drops sharply, becoming zero at the limit. As the innate ability 

of new programmers has dropped, the proportion of tasks which those programmers 

can achieve progress with has dropped. When considered as part of a team, an indi-

vidual’s productivity contribution becomes negative around the limit of his ability.   

In 2004, the number of programmers in the US peaked at 4 million, shrinking by 

10% over the next decade before starting to grow again slowly, but still remaining 

below 4 million. Outsourcing had an effect, as did the broader economy, but both of 

those have now largely been overturned. As the level of programming skill available 

outside the current ranks of programmers decreased, with no easing of the complexity 

of tasks or improvements in the languages used, there came a point where a corollary 

to Brook’s Law [3] was reached: Adding new programmers to an industry would have 

a negative effect on production. 

This cessation in growth of the number of programmers in the US has lasted over a 

decade. At the same time the US population has grown over 10%, and the demand for 

applications has grown significantly with the rise of the web, the smart phone and 

other devices. Part of the demand has been met by programmers from overseas. How-

ever, these have largely been meeting the needs of a US market rather than their own 

home markets, and as their home markets grow, and wages even out across the world, 

this temporary relief will inevitably dry up. When we hit our corollary to Brook’s 

Law globally, what can step in to save us? 

3 Libraries, Frameworks and Languages 

Components, libraries and frameworks are sometimes touted as offering a decisive 

advantage. A pre-existing component or library may save a company’s time, but if 

there is enough need to make working without a library inefficient, and no such li-

brary yet exists, a company will simply assign a developer to write the library (explic-

itly or implicitly). Writing the application code that uses it will of course be largely 

the same, regardless of whether it was created in-house or available from elsewhere: 

one may be better-targeted, whereas the other may be more mature. A library thus 

offers a productivity gain to a company, but does not generally change the task of the 

programmers who use it, or their productivity on that task. 

A framework can be described as ‘a library with attitude’: it does more than offer 

functions, letting you ‘fill in the blanks’ of its ready-built behaviour, and bounding 

and guiding you on the content of those blanks. With respect to the problem domain 

task and the architecture, a framework thus makes things easier for the software de-

veloper, increasing productivity. But for the majority of frameworks, the content en-

tered ‘in the blanks’ is still largely 3GL code. If you are not up to the task of writing 

3GL code, you cannot successfully create an application even with the framework. A 

framework alone will not make application creation available to a larger audience.   

A domain-specific language, on the other hand, helps both in increasing productiv-

ity and in reducing the demands on the developer. The ‘blanks’ are filled in with do-



main concepts, not code. By abstracting away from the implementation technology, a 

DSL also often makes it possible to generate the same application for different for-

mats: web server and client, desktop app, and mobile app. 

A graphical or projectional DSL in particular generally constrains you to only be 

able to create legal models, as opposed to the illegal source code you could write 

while trying to use a framework. Among programmers there are clearly a dispropor-

tionate number who prefer text over graphics, compared to the population at large; 

conversely, a graphical DSL is thus often a better choice when reaching out to current 

non-programmers.  

4 Related Research 

Over such a broad period of history, the amount of related research is huge. We will 

limit ourselves to either end of the period, to see what – if anything – has changed, 

and whether there are new directions on the rise. 

In 1954, when most development was still in machine code and moving to assem-

bly language, MIT hosted a session called “Future Development of Coding – Univer-

sal Code” [4] on the use of flow diagrams in coding. 16% of participants had “a 

higher level individual set up a flow diagram and persons at a lower level do the cod-

ing of each block”. Grace Hopper “remarked that flow diagrams offer a potent means 

of communication since they are not tied to the computer.” C. W. Adams “suggested 

that if the specifications are sufficiently rigid, the machine itself could handle the 

coding”: automatically generating full code from flow diagrams. G. E Reynold’s 

group built diagrams with “magnetized blocks that are easy to erase and to assemble.” 

Model-Driven Engineering has achieved its best successes when based on Domain-

Specific Modelling, rather than UML or text-based “models” [5]. A number of tools 

exist, with the most successful being distinct from programming IDE or abstracting 

away from it. Representational formats have coalesced around graphical diagrams, 

which have changed little over the last 60 years. A growing trend changes those ‘box 

and line’ diagrams, at least for beginners, to blocks that connect by interlocking [6]. 

Modelling is also starting to become feasible on mobile platforms [7]. 

5 Conclusion 

Good domain-specific modelling languages in non-IDE tooling have consistently 

shown productivity improvements of a factor of 5–10 [5]. Given the earlier link be-

tween productivity increase and increase in the number of people who can success-

fully develop software, there would seem to be a good possibility that a DSM ap-

proach could make application creation possible for an order of magnitude more peo-

ple. Our own experience with MetaEdit+ [8] tends to confirm this: we have clients 

where none of the modellers are programmers, clients where all are, and clients where 

there is a mix. The future could well reach the ideal of a balanced mix of good pro-

grammers and smart subject matter experts, all collaborating directly in the same set 



of models. MDE is ideally placed to step up and make possible the creation of appli-

cations of all formats, by people of all backgrounds.  

Since the 1990s, much modelling research has focused on creating tools and lan-

guages, but with declining returns in terms of novelty, incremental benefit over cur-

rent industrial use, and adoption. For tools, researchers need to throw off their “not 

invented here” attitudes, and reach out to investigate real industrial use of non-IDE 

based commercial domain-specific modelling tools, both language workbenches and 

fixed tools like Simulink and LabVIEW. For languages, rarely does a researcher have 

the domain knowledge and experience to create a good DSM language for a company. 

Rather, they should concentrate on being a catalyst, enabling a company to create its 

own language, studying that process, and incrementally improving it as they learn 

over several cases. In this area, more research is definitely needed and will be fruitful. 
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